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BANQUET SPEECH
October 11, 1978
Peter Van Nort
Senior Vice President Division and Systems Operations
Wisconsin Power and Light Company
ENERGY -- WHAT WE MUST DO
You have heard for the last two days and will

you find that one key difference is who con

hear tomorrow relative to energy what people

trols the means of production.

are planning, what is being researched, what

controlling production is adequate energy

is proposed, what is possible, what is being

available to anybody who wants to produce.

tested, etc.

If there is inadequate energy, someone will

I would like to tell you what

each of us must do relative to energy.

The key to

control it; control of energy means control of

I

hope you will excuse me for being presump

production and we will no longer qualify as a

tuous .

democracy.

The message I bring to you tonight is a

We are in a crisis -- Webster defines crisis

strictly personal one not accredited by any

as: "an unstable or crucial time or state of

higher institution other than myself; how

affairs whose outcome will make a decisive

ever, I do not know of anyone from the

difference for better or worse."

utilities, the energy industry, or the govern

care what word you put ahead of crisis --

ment who disagrees with the basic thrust and

we are in a crisis.

emphasis of what I am going to say.

out of an energy source; we shifted from wood

for nineteen years I have been intimately

to coal when there was lots of wood left

involved in harnessing energy for the well

(although England did run out); we then weht

being of mankind.

from coal to oil and natural gas and we still

The views and attitudes

I do not

Never before have we run

i will share are based on those nineteen

have lots of coal.

Years.

some energy resources -- oil and natural gas.

The message might better be called a plea --

We have already experienced short term un

a plea from one person committed to the great-

availabilities of some energy resources on a

ness of this country and more importantly,

regional basis -- electricity and gas in 1977,

committed to its survival in its present

coal in 1978.

form.

facilities is severely restricted if not

One of the keys to the success of democracy

de facto prohibited and I mean all energy

is that each person has access to all the

facilities -- mines, wells, terminals, trans

energy he or she needs.

mission lines, pipelines, power plants,

When one looks at

We now can see the end of

The ability to build energy

the descriptions of various political sys

refineries, dams, etc.

tems, democracy, socialism, communism, etc.,

Those prohibitions exist not because we do
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not have the technology to build the facili

improved performance to the ease with which

ties, not because we do not have the money to

some of the heat losses can be corrected and

build the facilities, not because we do not

by our customers’ better acceptance of this

have economic and environmental justification

program than we had anticipated.

to build the facilities; these prohibitions

You can drive 55 miles per hour, but essen

exist because the socio-political environment

tially nobody does.

will not let these facilities be built.

points up one of our most serious problems.

I

say "socio-political" because that seems to be
the popular wordset.

I think this situation

The United States imports 50% of the oil we

What I mean is the socio consume yet national polls show that 50% of

logical environment, the development, struc

the American people do not know we import

ture, interaction and collective behavior of

oil.

organized groups of human beings.

they do not even know there is a problem?

I think the word that goes in front of crisis

You can cut your use of electricity by turn

is socio-political because that is, in Web

ing off things you are not using, reducing

ster's word, where we are unstable.

the lighting levels where they are unnecessar

What must we do?

ily high, using transistorized electronics and

We must--each of us-- con

serve, innovate, and be involved.

I am going

How can we get people to conserve when

a microwave oven and unplugging your instant-

to examine each of those in depth from the

on television set rather than just turning it

perspective of what each of us must do.

off when you are not using it.

I say

In most areas

must not only because it is necessary--vital--

of the country this last step, unplugging the

but also because all the things I intend to

television set, can cut your electricity costs

talk about you can do right now!

$5 to $10/year.

We must conserve.

containers, use recycled paper, separate

I use the word conserve in

You can buy recycleable

the way Webster defines it--to avoid wasteful

your trash for recycling.

use of natural resources--not in the way it

bus or your bicycle or walk.

has been broadly misinterpreted to mean giving

pool; or you can walk.

up or depriving ourselves of something.

verb can in all of these suggestions.

I can tell you how to cut your winter heating

hope you have substituted must.

energy use in half right now with very little

must, for each of us, be our own thing not

effort and essentially no impact on your life

somebody else's--we must do it.

style or comfort level.

down our individual use of energy and we can

At Wisconsin Power 5 Light we have initiated

do it without giving up a single thing.

an aggressive program to help our customers

We must innovate.

cut down their use of natural gas.

dually and collectively look for new ways to

We estab

You can ride the
You can car-

You notice I use the
I

Conserving

We must cut

Each of us must indivi

lished a goal achieving a 25% reduction in

improve the ways we use energy and how we

our customers' use in ten years.

create it.

have already achieved 17%.

To date we

We attribute this

There is no single solution to

providing adequate energy, everything we can

do it without giving up a single thing.

investigated to use a city water system to

We must innovate.

cool industrial processes thus decreasing the

Each of us must individu

ally and collectively look for new ways to

amount of heat individual hot water heaters

improve the ways we use energy and how we

have to put out; gasahol; etc.; etc.; etc.

create it.

I hope that makes the point about the indivi

There is no single solution to

providing adequate energy, everything we can

dual contributions we all must make.

do will be needed.

Our collective innovation is important.

It is obvious that energy

availability in the United States will direct

Our biggest contribution as individuals is

ly affect us in very profound ways.

supporting those institutions that do our

Like

wise, lack of energy in other countries of

collective innovation:

the world will begin to have ever-escalating

governmental bodies, industry, foundations and

impacts on us also.

not-for-profit groups.

Each of us is a bundle of ideas.

If we all

colleges, universities

It is through these

focal points for our collective innovation

stimulate those ideas, talk about them, test

that fusion, coal gasification, moon landings,

them, we can create the thousands of concepts

etc. have and will come.

from which the few next major breakthroughs

need our money--taxes, and contributions;

will come.

our brains--students and workers; and our

Some big ideas start as small

These institutions

concepts; remember Thomas Edison's encourage

encouragement.

ment, "Genius is 99% perspiration and 1% in

third point, but I would like to cover two

spiration. "

other things before I talk about involvement.

You say, "but what can I do?"

I cannot tell

This could bring me to my

Our institutions for collective innovation

you; if I could I would really have a corner

will not create anything unless there is an

on ideas.

atmosphere of support.

But let me share with you some

In the past, without

things that "Edison-type genius" people have

instant comprehensive news coverage and more

come up with.

public privacy, innovators could bring some

A grocery store owner uses the

heat rejected from his freezers to heat the

thing to a position where it could be judged

store; a dairy farmer uses the heat reject

comprehensively before it had to be defended.

ed from his milking equipment to heat his

Today for every innovation there is a special

water; a new home builder added 6" of con

interest group which, if allowed to operate

crete to his slab with southern exposure and

unchallenged by the rest of us, whose interest

has a solar storage heating unit; an expert

is not so special, would stop every innovation

on DC electric transmission and an expert on

Can you imagine in today's atmosphere Thomas

superconducting magnets collaborated and

Edison being able to get an Environmental

figured out how to make a magnetic device to

Impact Statement approved for electric power

store electricity; an engineer has designed

generation?

a home heating and air-conditioning

fewer restrictions so that the innovation

system

We must support innovation with

can be developed and tested to the point where

that uses an ice maker; a proposal is being
617

it can answer our challenging questions and

United States, the breeder could provide all

be judged against our criteria for applica

electricity for the U.S. for hundreds, maybe

tion, whatever they are.

even a thqusand years.

You cannot expect

anyone to defend an innovation in comparison

We aren't alone in pursuing breeder reactors.

with an existing item until the innovation

Many foreign countries are ahead of us in

has been adequately developed.

developing this method of energy production--

If innovation

cannot proceed until all the questions are

France, Russia, Germany, and Great Britain.

answered, we will never be able to do the work

We are at the point of final tests of this

to get the answers.

technology.

We, each of us, must

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor

contribute to creating the required atmosphere

Plant Project is one test vehicle.

in which innovation can occur.

have been $500 million spent on or committed

The second item is an energy generating

to the project to date.

technology which is fueled by two waste pro

Carter ordered the building of this reactor

ducts and which you have not heard about in

stopped he gave the reason that there would

the conference so far.

be a proliferation problem.

It is one of those

There

When President

After meeting

innovations that is still in the developing

with several major companies interested in

stage and for which all the answers are not

the Clinch River Breeder Reactor and under

in yet.

standing that there was no proliferation

This technology if implemented commercially

problem involved, President Carter said that

could, utilizing existing wastes, generate

he wanted to balance the budget and use the

the same amount of electricity which all

money for the project to do other things.

sources generated in this country in 1977

I will not say whether the Clinch River

each year for 1700 years.

Breeder Reactor will prove breeders are a

that.

I want to repeat

This technology if implemented

right choice for the United States, but I

commercially could, utilizing existing

will say the Clinch River Breeder Reactor

wastes, generate the same amount of electri

will give us the information to make that

city which all sources generated in this

decision--information we cannot get any other

country in 1977 each year for 1700 years.

way.

Incredible you say, what is it?

of the breeder should not be discarded be

most of you have guessed.

I suspect

The wastes are

An energy resource with the potential

cause of special interest groups; it should

uranium and plutomium and the technology is

be accepted or rejected by all of us when all

the breeder reactor.

the facts to permit a decision are available.

Uranium 238 wastes from

the gaseous diffusion plants will produce two

Now back to involvement.

times the energy that could be obtained from

of the three musts--conserve, innovate, be

the United States' coal reserves and four

involved--however, it is primary for without

times the world's oil energy resources.

If

Involvement is one

it the other two are nothing.

we use uranium all high grade uranium in the

When I say

you must conserve and you must innovate that
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means you personally have to be involved,

If you say you do not have the opportunity to

but being involved is more than just that.

go public, I say think again!

In addition to our innovation and conservation

a representative of the energy industry no mat

roles which we must continue so that our inno

ter how small we view our circle of contacts.

vation and conservation will be the finest

Think about it.

possible, we must assume sociological roles

talk to service station attendants, clerks at

and our actions in our sociological roles

the dry cleaners, friends in the PTA, store

must be every bit as sincere and dedicated

keepers, barbers, neighbors, seat mates of

as those of our innovation and conservation

airplanes, and most importantly our spouses.

roles.

Our spouses reflect our attitudes and re

What do we do in a sociological role?

peat our statements.

We speak out for the rational need for energy,

fronted with "Your wife or husband is in the

the need to develop all technologies as rap

energy business. What do they think?"

idly as is physically possible, and the

there comes your opinion on energy without

need to improve the efficiency with which we

you even being present because your spouse

use energy.

picked up a statement you made last night.

We are open and honest about what we do.

Each of us is

Which of you does not

Your spouses are con

And

Speak up when you hear something wrong.

We

let it all hang out with candor and with

If you just know it is wrong, say so and tell

positive confidence. For example, we do not

the speaker you will help them learn the right

conclude that people are too dumb to compre

answer.

hend what we are saying.

Energy in adequate amounts for appropriate

We manage our efforts with disciplines to

uses at reasonable cost is possible now and

husband all resources, including time and

forever.

money, as best we can.

nium fusion, solar and everything else will

We support the

The development of coal, pluto

credibility, sincerity, talent and dedication

assure that.

of our fellow people.

States and the world is being forced to

For example, when a

It is a travesty that the United

utility engineering executive says SC>2 scrub

accept limited amounts and high-priced energy

bers do not work, we do not pooh-pooh the

at the sacrifice of the basic quality and

statement and say he isn't trying very hard

fabric of our lives.

or isn't smart enough.

You may ask as others have asked me, why

We do not provide

ammunition for antagonists to use against us.

you should get into this fray.

Fortunately, we are all citizens.

consider that you don't need the hassel.

We have

You might

families, friends, congressional representa

The answer is that there is no choice.

tives, and a variety of audiences.

alternative to not getting involved is that

We have

The

a right to participate in shaping the socio

life as we know it will not survive.

logical environment, and more importantly, we

exactly like the person who complains about

have an obligation to do so.

the difficulties of growing old.
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It's

Another

person who hears that remark comments that
there is an alternative.

The original speak

er excitedly inquires as to what that alter
native might be.

The second speaker flatly

replies "dying young."
Does the crisis have to get worse?

Absolute

ly not!
Will the crisis get worse?

I do not know.

I am concerned.
Those of us in the front lines of the energy
issue need you!
If all of us do not pitch in, this crisis
could bring us as a nation to our knees.
any of you want that?

I think not.

Do

Then go

conserve, innovate and get involved!
Welcome to the front lines!

Peter Van Nort, Senior Vice
President Division and Systems
Operations
Wisconsin Power and Light Company
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